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My Name 
 

While I try to wear my Mexican heritage on my sleeve as much as I can, there is one 

thing about me that does not exactly scream “Mexican.” My name is Alexander. A name that 

sounds nothing like the names “Antonio” or “Maria Elena”, the two names my Mexican born 

parents own. Some people call me Alex, I think because Alexander sounds too formal. I don’t 

mind it, but I usually introduce myself as Alexander upon meeting people, as that is something 

my mom prefers me to do. The name “Alexander” originates from a Greek meaning. It is a 

Greek baby name that means “defender of men.” Since Alexander the Great ruled as king, there 

have been eight popes and three Russian emperors named Alexander. I think I’ll be one 

Alexander that won’t aspire to those labels. 

While my favorite color is red, I don’t see that color when I see my name. When I see 

“Alexander”, I see yellow. More of a blondish yellow, like Alexander the Great’s hair. Or maybe 

even a golden yellow, like the gold armour that the king would wear to battle. Maybe the yellow 

I see when I see my name is like the yellow of the sun, as summer is my favorite season and 

that’s when the sun shines the most yellow. 

My name has four syllables. Al-ex-and-er. Kind of sounds like “Al’s ex and her.” I 

always thought to myself that if I were to ever have a musical group consisting of me and a 

female singer, I’d like the name to be “Alex and Her.” As cool as that sounds to me, I don’t think 

my singing partner would like that idea as much. 

While Alexander is a nice name. I wouldn’t mind having it be something else. My 

parents originally wanted to name me Joaquin, which was my grandfather’s name. Instead, they 

named me Alexander, because they thought that the kids at school wouldn’t be able to pronounce 

Joaquin and wanted a more “American” name. Perhaps they were right, but I wouldn’t have been 

bothered by it. Imagine, me being named Joaquin Ibarra. Just like the poem. Or just like my 

favorite actor, Joaquin Phoenix. I really wish I was named Joaquin. Some people even believe 

that my actual name is Alejandro and that I’m hiding my Latino heritage. I wish I could say it 

was Alejandro, yet it’s only Alexander. There’s nothing much I can do about that now. 


